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nell in discussion.

overview.
Nell is a multidisciplinary artist based
in Sydney. Her artwork spans different
media and forms, included painting,
installation, sculpture, video and
ceramics.
Nell fuses themes of rock ‘n’ roll and
Buddhist traditions, exploring binary
opposites that we easily recognise in
our everyday lives; black/white, night/
day, male/female, quiet/loud, contained/
uncontained. These opposites are used to
explore the idea that nothing is absolute.

Nell
QUIET/LOUD, 2015
single channel digital video, 16:9, colour
videography: Tina Havelock Stevens
sound: Ingrid Rowell
commissioned by Campbelltown Arts Centre
courtesy of the artist and Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery,
Sydney © the artist

How many binary opposites can you list?

let there be robe.
‘Let there be light, and there was light
Let there be sound, and there was sound
Let there be drums, there was drums
Let there be guitar, there was guitar, ah
Let there be rock…’
AC/CD 1977.

The title of the work is appropriated from the
title of the third studio album by AC/DC, Let
There Be Rock, 1977.
In the verse of the track by the same name, the
biblical origin of time (Genesis) is correlated
with the birth of rock ‘n’ roll in 1955. In a
Buddhist twist, Nell has amended the title to
read Let There Be Robe.

Nell
Let There Be Robe, 2012
Zen robe, T-shirts, beads, badges, mannequin,
socks, Converse All-Stars, guitar picks,
paintbrushes, drumsticks, scissors, pencils,
screwdrivers, chopsticks, dimensions variable
courtesy the artist and Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney
© the artist photo: Jessica Maurer

Let There Be Robe is an installation of crosses that fill
an entire room in the gallery. The crucifixes convey a
sacred space, creating a place of worship open to any
denomination. Likewise the space could be conceived as a
rock ‘n’ roll chapel for a ritual known only to the robe clad
monk in the centre of the room. Created from a range of
drumsticks and artistic materials, the crosses have been
glued and bound together. Nell has gleaned these from
artist colleagues such as Margaret Olley, James Gleeson and
Susan Norrie, as well as musicians such as Cold Chisel and
The Cruel Sea amongst others.

The figure is clothed in Zen-Buddhist costume, with arms
outstretched as if in prayer. A mound of guitars pics are
scattered at the figure’s feet, resembling small pieces of
sacramental bread that might be taken for communion.
The robe is covered in an array of hand sewn AC/DC
T-shirts and patches that convey iconic rock anthems, and
adorned with Tibetan beads.

the wake.
These ‘spirit creatures’ have gathered together
for a wake to mourn a very specific death:
Lucky, the artist’s son who did not survive.
The repetitive production process of these
simple forms acted as a meditation, a means
to process a mother’s grief. Nell has been a
practising Buddhist for more than ten years
and the word Buddha means the one who
is awake, the enlightened or awakened one.
Being awake in Buddhist teachings is about
fully experiencing the joy and sadness that
comes with mortality.

What activity calms you the most?

Nell, The Wake (detail) 2014-2015, mixed media , dimensions variable; Gift of John and Jane Ayers, Candy Bennett
and Edwina Lehmann, Andrew and Cathy Cameron, Chris Cuthbert and Sally Dan-Cuthbert, Rick and Jan Frolich,
Julian and Stephanie Grose, Jane Michell, Brenda Shanahan, Vivienne Sharpe, Rae-Ann Sinclair and Nigel Williams,
Paul and Thelma Taliangis, Lisa and Peter Weeks, Dr Terry Wu, The Edmund & George Whitlock Foundation
through the Art Gallery of South Australia Contemporary Collectors 2016, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide
courtesy the artist, Roslyn Oxley9 gallery, Sydney and STATION, Melbourne © the artist

Nell has also drawn inspiration from Haniwa, clay
guardians buried with the dead in ancient pre-Buddhist
Japan during the Kofun period (3rd to 6th centuries AD)
that were thought to ward off evil spirits. However The
Wake recalls tomb guardians everywhere. Displayed
altogether, they resemble protective guardians, to guide
souls into the afterlife.
Nell believes that once you put a face on an object, you
give it a spirit or soul. She made these totemic forms over
a period of two years, each with their own unique persona.
Forty one were produced, each signifying a year in the
artist’s life, each the size of a baby and able to be cradled,
each with an individual name.

Created in clay, bronze, glass and concrete, the creatures
are enlivened with an array of materials such as glazes,
pigments, feathers, native flowers and gold leaf. While
some forms resemble architectural structures such as
spires, beehives and a tepee, the re-occurring egg form
endures - representative of the rebirth of the self.

some of the
things i am.
In this site specific installation, Nell has created a
Wunderkammer or ‘cabinet of curiosities’ using
ceramics and other treasures from the SAM
Collection, supplemented with her own artworks
and objects from her personal collection gifted
from friends and colleagues. In Renaissance
Europe, The Wunderkammer was an encyclopedic
collection of objects whose categorical
boundaries were yet to be defined. Traditionally
these objects ranged from natural history
specimens to geology, ethnography, religious or
historical relics, works of art or antiquities. This
array of specimens from all corners of the globe
were considered to reflect Europe’s imperial force,
alleged dominion over nature and supposed
cultural superiority.

Nell, Some of The Things I Am, 2011
enamel on New Zealand kiln dried
pine, 3 pieces: 213 x 228 cm (overall)
© the artist, photo: Ivan Buljan

Nell has called this cabinet Some of the Things I Like. Also
though, it’s an open ended proposition to the viewer to form
their own connections and narratives through the objects on
display.
Numerous themes prevail around Australiana, typography,
the sacred and the profane. Life, death, rebirth and spiritual
consciousness are expressed through icons, artifacts, and egglike forms. A plaster cast Jesus gazes down at a crown of thorns
comprised of guitar strings and red beads that resemble the
blood of Christ. Indigenous narratives are espoused through
works by the Hermannsburg and Ernabella Potters with motifs
that reveal a spiritual connection to Country.
The Wunderkammer is known as the theatre of the world. As
a precursor to museums, its systems and classifications were
created as a way to frame and understand our universe.

What items would you put in your Wunderkammer?

NE/LL is on display at SAM from 8
October to 27 November 2016.
Developed by Catherine Read, SAM Education Intern from the
exhibition extended labels written by Anna Briers, SAM Senior
Curator. The content has been drawn from a range of secondary
sources.
For further reading, please see these media interviews with Nell
herself:
http://thecreatorsproject.vice.com/en_au/blog/australian-artist-nell-loves-meditation-retreats-and-acdc
http://theartlife.com.au/2016/six-and-a-half-questions-nell/
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/rhythmdivine/letthere-be-chant/7982936

Sydney-based artist, Nell, was born in 1975 in Maitland, NSW, Australia. She is represented by Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery Sydney, and
STATION Gallery, Melbourne.
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